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Trauma
Rehabilitation and Disability
Complex Disability Equipment - Prosthetic Specialised Services For People Of All Ages With Limb Loss
Code

Metric

Numerator

Denominator

PROS01

Proportion of clinically appropriate
patients who are cast for primary
prosthesis within 2 weeks of their
primary appointment

Of those in the denominator, the
number of patients who are cast for
primary prosthesis within 2 weeks of
the appointment

The total number of clinically Quarter
appropriate patients having
their primary appointment in
the reporting period

Period Type Frequency
Quarterly

D01/S/D

Data Source Numerator

Data Source Denominator

Provider

Provider

Target

Notes

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Jul-22 Sep-22

Oct-22 Dec-22

Jan-23 Mar-23

Apr-22 Jun-22

Jul-22 Sep-22

Oct-22 Dec-22

Jan-23 Mar-23

80 Clinically appropriate is defined as the patient Apr-22 is deemed by the MDT (2 or more clinicians) Jun-22
to be a suitable candidate for prosthetic
provision, and is physically and
psychologically ready for casting and
proceeding to rehabilitation.

If a patient is deemed not clinically
appropriate for any prosthetic provision at
their primary / first appointment, and this is
unlikely to change, the reasons for this
decision must be explained to the patient
and relatives / carers, and access to the
service as a non limb user offered.
If suitability is not clear, or the patient is
suitable but not yet ready at their primary /
first appointment with the prosthetic centre
post amputation, and then the clock can be
stopped for the 2 week timescale for casting,
and restarted if indicated at the point when
the MDT agrees it is clinically appropriate to
proceed.
If the clock is stopped, a suitable timepoint
for review of suitability for prosthesis
provision must be put in place.

PROS02

Proportion of patients who have a
Of those in the denominator, the
recorded Socket Comfort Score of >7 number of patients who have a Score
at each fitting
of >7 recorded

The total number of patients Quarter
having a Socket Comfort
Score recorded in the
reporting period

Quarterly

Provider

Provider

80 Socket comfort score is a validated
numerical rating scale, where 0
represents the lowest level of comfort
(least comfortable) and 10 the highest
level of comfort (most comfortable)
related to comfort of prosthetic socket
fit.
Count patients more than once if they
have had more than 1 fititing in the
reporting period.

PROS03

Proportion of new sockets delivered Of those in the denominator, the
within 4 weeks of the initial cast
number which are delivered within 4
weeks of the initial cast taking place

The total number of new
sockets being initially cast in
the reporting period

Quarter

Quarterly

Provider

Provider

80 If patient is not able for clinical or other Apr-22 reasons to proceed with appointments Jun-22
for progression of the socket, then the
clock can be stopped and restarted when
appropriate.

Jul-22 Sep-22

Oct-22 Dec-22

Jan-23 Mar-23

PROS04

Proportion of new sockets delivered Of those in the denominator, the
within 4 appointments (to include
number delivered within 4
the initial cast appointment and the appointments
delivery appointment)

The total number of new
Quarter
sockets being delivered in the
reporting period

Quarterly

Provider

Provider

80 If patient is not able for clinical or other Apr-22 reasons to proceed with appointments Jun-22
for progression of the socket, then the
clock can be stopped and restarted when
appropriate.

Jul-22 Sep-22

Oct-22 Dec-22

Jan-23 Mar-23

PROS05

Proportion of active patients who are Of those in the denominator, the
offered an annual review (may be
number who are offered a review
carried out by telephone if
appropriate)

The total number of active
patients who are due an
annual review in the
reporting period

Quarterly

Provider

Provider

90 An active patient is one that has had
input from the service at least once in
the last 2 years.

Jul-22 Sep-22

Oct-22 Dec-22

Jan-23 Mar-23
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